
look good feel better

product donation & gift bag 
process



what you see…



what we see…
the process…



LGFB contact brands 
requesting donations 
OR brands send list of 

available product

LGFB review lists provided:

- Manual check what items 
are/shades

NOTE: lists could be over 100 
rows long with various 

quantities, from 1 - 20,000+ units

LGFB cross check current 
stock levels vs what has 

been offered.

Our minimum donation 
per SKU is 300 units

LGFB confirm with brand 
what we would like and:

- expiry/manufacture 
information

- approx. # of pallet

Check with warehouses 
if there is space for 

donations

Confirm with brand 
which warehouse 

donations to be sent, 
request ETA and send 

delivery guidelines

Wait for incoming 
donation

If donation not received 
by the ETA, then LGFB 

chase 3-5 times before 
writing the donation off

DONATION RECEIVED

Warehouse manually 
check and count donation 

& that it matches with 
what was pledged

Re-work any mislabelled 
donations or if they arrived in 

mixed boxes/pallets. 

It can take over to a month to 
re-work, depending on how 

large the donation is and what 
condition it arrives in

LGFB confirm with brand what was 
not received:

- Often stock no longer available

- Sometimes incorrect items have 
been sent in questionable shades

- Delivery may not contain what was 
pledged: units or shades

LGFB confirm product 
description and shade 

to warehouse for 
coding

Donation now ready for 
gift bag packing

This process can take anywhere from a week to eight+ months to 
complete therefore, we are working far in advance to source donations.

The Product Donation Process



Sample list of product offers we rceive

The list above was over 650 rows long

The list below was over 900 rows long

Based on the descriptions alone, 
LGFB work out what a product is, 
and the shade. Some are easier 
to work out than others.

Sample list of product offers we receive 



Sample of donations 
we receive which 
require re-working
Each of these boxes will need to be manually re-worked to separate each 
product with the same barcode -referred as SKU (stock keeping unit).

Each product has a unique SKU which breaks down the product and the 
colour.

This process is completed by contract workers who will not be from “the 
industry”.

The largest donation which LGFB ever received in one go was circa. 100,000 
units and every single box looked like these examples.

Why do donations arrive like this? Various reasons such as trying to pack 
donations as quickly as possible to get them out of their warehouse / not 
reading donation guidelines / they are being donated to charity so it 
“doesn’t matter” / lack of understanding of the implications that it has on 
LGFB etc.

Sample of donations 
we receive which 
require re-working
Each of these boxes will need to be manually re-worked to separate each 
product with the same barcode -referred as SKU (stock keeping unit).

Each product has a unique SKU which breaks down the product and the 
colour.

This process is completed by contract workers who will not be from “the 
industry”.

The largest donation which LGFB ever received in one go was circa. 100,000 
units and every single box looked like these examples.

Why do donations arrive like this? Various reasons such as trying to pack 
donations as quickly as possible to get them out of their warehouse / not 
reading donation guidelines / they are being donated to charity so it 
“doesn’t matter” / lack of understanding of the implications that it has on 
LGFB etc.



LGFB monitor pre-packed gift 
bag stock levels and forecast 

when bags will need to be 
packed

LGFB create individual packing 
lists for the relevant shade 

bags in multiples of 84.

Why multiples of 84? There 
are 84 pre-packed bags per 

pallet

Whilst creating packing lists, 
LGFB manually deduct what is 
being used so we can see what 

stock levels are like after 
packing runs

LGFB will mark on the packing 
lists any products which are 

stored at a secondary 
warehouse so that we know 

what we need to move across

Send packing list to 
warehouse to spot check

Order ‘top up’ items from 
secondary warehouse or 

contact brands for urgent 
request

Warehouse pick the loose 
product

Warehouse confirm if there 
are any items which are still 

missing or short & request 
alternative product to be 

selected

GIFT BAGS PACKED, SEALED, 
SLEEVED, LABELLED, ADDED 

INTO BOXES AND PLACED ON 
PALETTES

Warehouse update stock list 
with pre-packed bags and 

deduct what was used during 
runs 

Gift bags are now ready to be 
used

This process can take between 2-8 weeks to complete.

The Gift Bag Packing



We have 10 different gift bags which are put together by Coty:

1. Light*
2. Medium*
3. Medium/Dark
4. Dark
5. Extra Dark
6. Light TEEN
7. Medium TEEN
8. Dark TEEN
9. Extra Dark TEEN
10. Men’s

*fragrance free gift bags are also packed for Northern Ireland.

Each type of bag has packing lists put together in multiples of 
84.

Each batch of gift bags are on their own pallets – packing runs 
are not mixed on pallets. 

Why? If there is a packing error, ingredient issue etc then we 
need to be able to quickly identify which batch is affected and 
pull the entire pallet rather than searching through pallets for 
the relevant batch codes. This also means that we use the 
‘oldest’ batches first. They are on continual rotation.

Sample Packing ListSample Packing List



Gift bags being packed
Gift bags being packed 
at Coty Bournemouth
Each of the gift bags are hand packed into toiletry bags 
on a production line in a “clean room”. This is done by 
contract workers who will not be from “the industry”. 

Sometimes packing runs are completed throughout the 
night which is when we typically see packing errors.



The Final Product
• Gift bags are packed in batches of 7 bags per box

• There are 84 bags per pallet. These are stored at the 
warehouses on racks which are put up and taken down on 
forklifts

The Final Product



Orders are placed 4 weeks 
in advance due to 
turnaround time

LGFB pull a report from our 
database and add them to 

a spreadsheet which 
populates the address 

details

LGFB manually add in the 
number of bags required 

along with additional 
items requested e.g.

spares

Finished spreadsheet is 
sent to Coty every Friday.

We can have anywhere 
from 2-50 orders per week

Coty manually pick all the 
orders and organise 

shipment via UPS

The week before the 
workshops, Coty send us 

tracking numbers

LGFB track orders and 
update our system to 

show who/when it was 
delivered

Note: The ordering process for 
Northern Ireland is slightly different 
as these are sent from the 
secondary warehouse due to Brexit.

The workshop ordering process



Look Good Feel Better store in the region 
of 1,000 pallets across two warehouses:
• Coty, Bournemouth – DONATED
• CPG, Gosport - CHARGEABLE

We require in the region of 350,000 units 
of product each year to fulfil the gift 
bags.

Stock Levels



Sample Stock Lists

Across both stock lists there are over 500 lines which are categorised by skin tone and product type.

The sample lists below actually contain over 479,000 units which include empty toiletry bags, 
cardboard sleeves, leaflets, loose product and pre-packed gift bags.

Sample Stock Lists



Why don’t brands donate more? Donations have changed hugely over the last 5 years. Brands used to be able to 
allocate stock to donate to LGFB which was written into their budget each year however this is now very unusual, for 
example the Clinique DDM. All product donations go through a lengthy process to sell as much as possible before it is 
donated to charity. LGFB typically are only offered SLOBS (slow moving and obsolete stock – testers, damaged packing, 
end of line etc). We must remember that brands are businesses and are there to make money.

How many brands donate? Approximately 21 companies, many with between 5-10+ individual brands underneath (for 
example the L'Oréal Group own over 30 brands). There are smaller companies who may only own one brand who also 
donate.

What happens if you can’t source a donation? It will be removed from the gift bags, like the powder. We then work 
behind the scenes to accumulate an entire years' worth before we would add a product back in to the bags. 

Do brands donate out of date products? The date which is sometime stamped on product packaging is a ‘best before’ 
date not an ‘expiry’ date. We say check that the product looks right, smells right and the texture is good even if it has a 
best before date. If the product has an egg timer with a date, this means the date that the product is ‘best before’ whereas 
if the symbol is an open jar with a number of months this means how long the product is recommended for use from the 
date when the product was first opened. Products will not have a ‘date’ stamped on them unless they have a lifespan of 
less than 30 months from being put on the market (not many fall into this category).

How can a delivery be sent to the wrong venue? Sometimes, but not often, our spreadsheet picks up the incorrect 
address. All addresses are also stored on the warehouses internal systems so they may accidentally enter in the wrong 
address if they start with the same letters or have similar names – e.g. Kirkcaldy / Kilmarnock.

FAQ
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